
As the audience enter the space The Ninja lurks 
in the shadows. He performs weird rituals and 
backs off if he scares anyone. He also gestures 
that the audience should sit close to the front. 
When the audience are all in he goes on stage. 
Takes the audience in for a moment.

THE NINJA
Devotees, welcome to Brain Rinse. More than just a show, a transcendental experience. 
By the time you leave this black box called a theatre you will have discovered your inner 
ninja and be totally reborn. Not bad for twelve quid is it? Or six pounds if you took up 
the half price offer. You will discover you inner ninja through the ancient and noble art of 
joining in. Yes folks, welcome to the wonderful world of...

GRAMS: A DRAMATIC MUSIC STING WITH THE WORDS “AUDIENCE 
PARTICIPATION” OMINOUSLY STATED.

THE NINJA
And for some of you who haven’t quite got that...

REPEAT OF STING

The ninja moves to the audience and eye balls 
one person.

THE NINJA
I will not be performing Brain Rinse, oh no. We will all be performing Brain Rinse 
(ominously) together!

REPEAT OF STING

By play at whatever reaction The Ninja gets 
from the person who’s being eyeballed. He then 
moves the bottom of his mask down to reveal 
his whole face.



THE PERFORMER
Seriously, you look worried, don’t worry you’ll be OK... oh by the way I’ve come out of 
character now. Unemployed actor

He puts the mask back over his face.

THE NINJA
Ninja from Scunthorpe

He removes the mask again.

THE PERFORMER
Unemployed actor, it’s seamless isn’t it. I would like to say one thing at this point. This 
is billed as an interactive show, but you don’t have to join in. Really you don’t, but thing 
about this. If you don’t join in the show lasts about five minutes... and it’s really shit. 
Get your monies worth, that’s all I’m saying. And some of you may be a little scared at 
this point. Well all I can say to you is, you’re not the only one. I’m shitting myself up 
here. I’m literally don’t know how this show is going to go. So are we up for it? Great, 
let’s get back to it.

THE NINJA
So you must be asking who am I? Well I have not name, you never saw me, my true 
identity can never be revealed. 

He realizes that his mask is not properly on and 
corrects this.

THE NINJA
My true identity can never be revealed. But before we go one any further let’s see where 
we’re all at. Everyone stand up please.

By play as he gets everyone to stand up.

THE NINJA
Now I want you to do something for me using a load voice and huge gesture, and 
remember health and safety, don’t go punching anyone in the face with your huge gesture. 
With load voice and a huge gesture, and I want you to reach deep into your self and find 
something primordial. So, with load voice and a huge gesture, show us your inner ninja.

By play as he gets the audience to show their 
inner ninja.
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THE NINJA
You! What’s your name? You have a particularly strong inner ninja. Everyone sit down 
except {name}. {Name}, show us your inner ninja.

A bit of by play as the person is encouraged to 
give full expression to his/her inner ninja.

THE NINJA
That’s brilliant! Now, as a way of unlocking our own inner ninjas we are going to learn 
{name}’s inner ninja.

By play as the audience are taught the person’s 
inner ninja.

THE NINJA
Now whenever in the show I perform the sacred ninja ritual chant which goes like this...

The Ninja performs the sacred ninja chant.

THE NINJA
You do the...

He briefly demonstrates the inner ninja chant 
that the audience have just learnt.

THE NINJA
Now it could happen anytime in the show, and I may try to catch yer out.

He strolls amongst the audience.

THE NINJA

(To member of the audience)
What did you do last night? (By play at response possibly) Well I watched my favourite 
Bruce Lee film, it’s a not very well known one, cause I made it up. Return Of The Ninja 

(Chant and response)
Warrior. Thought I’d caught you all out there. So we are ready to go deeper. You will 
now be presented with a series of alternative realities, very different from the mundane 
reality that you find yourselves in now. And in these realities you will be required to do 
some acting. It’s in the script so let’s just suck it up and get on with it. 
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Now devotees I spent many years at a secret ninja training camp, just outside 
Scunthorpe. Years of training taught me one thing that’s crucial in one’s quest to find our 
inner ninja!

(Chant and response)
And that’s discipline. I’m going to introduce you to a friend of mine who taught me 
everything I know about discipline. He’s going to come on stage now and do things to 
you. Unspeakable things, but don’t worry, don’t worry. I’ll be here all the time to 
protect you. Lurking and the shadows, like the wind invisible.

He exits doing a bad impression of wind. He 
continues this impression as his head pops up 
three times.

MOTIVATIONAL COACH (V.O.)
Discipline, there’s nothing cute, or easy, or funny about discipline... discipline... 
discipline.

Enter The Sergeant Major. He struts around 
marching in a ridiculous pythonesque way for a 
few moments.

SERGEANT MAJOR SAVAGE
Recruits, welcome to the army. My name is Sergeant Major Derek Savage and I’ll be your 
drill instructor for your five years of basic training. Now I know that because it’s your 
first day some of you may be feeling a bit anxious, scared, missing your mummy, but 
don’t worry. If you obey the rules and turn into a good soldier, I will get to like you. I 
may even love you, but disobey the rules and... unspeakable things. And you can be 
proud to be in this army. For we may be nationalistic, we may be xenophobic, we may be 
deeply conservative, but we are proud to be gender neutral, as you can see. Now the first 
rule is to respect the stripes. Whenever I ask you a question the last word in your reply 
is always ‘sarge’, do you understand.

By play as he finds a suitable good soldier to 
reply using the word sarge.

SERGEANT MAJOR SAVAGE
Very good soldier. You are officer material... arse licker. So let us begin today’s drilling. 
This side, you are the right platoon. On the command right you will stand up, 
immediately sit down, together, as quickly and carefully as you can. Do you understand?
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By play as he gets them to do what he wants.

SERGEANT MAJOR SAVAGE
This side, you are the left platoon. On the command left you will stand up, immediately 
sit down, together, as quickly and carefully as you can. Do you understand?

By play as he gets them to do what he wants.

SERGEANT MAJOR SAVAGE
Platoon let the drilling commence.

He drills them with the commands ‘left’ and 
‘right’ trying to catch them out. He then gives 
the order ‘quick march’. It all descends into 
chaos. He approaches one hapless soldier.

SERGEANT MAJOR SAVAGE
You! You are a disgrace to this army, what are you?

By play as he elicits the correct response.

SERGEANT MAJOR SAVAGE
You all need a lesson in what good soldiering is all about. (Referring to the good soldier) 
Private come up here and show them all what good soldiering is all about. On the double, 
left, right, left right...

The private is brought on stage.

SERGEANT MAJOR SAVAGE
You will now perform endurance physical exercises for the whole platoon. What I blow 
my whistle once like so (demonstrates) you will do star jumps, and you will not stop, 
not stop until I blow my whistle twice like so (demonstrates). Do you understand?

By play as he gets the right response.

SERGEANT MAJOR SAVAGE
Ok, we begin.

He blows the whistle. By play at whatever the 
volunteer comes up with. He leaves him hanging 
for a little bit, then blows the whistle twice.
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SERGEANT MAJOR SAVAGE
Very good, very good. Now when I blow my whistle once you run on the spot and you 
will not stop, I repeat, not stop until I blow my whistle twice. Do you understand? 
(Response), and this time we’re going to do it for a little longer... a little longer.

He blows the whistle again. This time the 
soldier is goaded with the words ‘a little longer’ 
and ‘keep running soldier’, but he has to keep 
running. The Sergeant Major raises the whistle 
to his lips and then lowers it.

SERGEANT MAJOR SAVAGE
Not yet soldier!

MUSIC - RUN RABBIT RUN (LOOPED)

EIREE VOICE (V.O.)
And so time passed.

The volunteer is maid to keep running. The 
Sergeant Major produces a series of cards for 
the audience to show the passing of time. First 
in hours, then weeks, months, finally years, and 
the a series of cards which say ‘this track is 
looped for thirty minutes, get comfortable’.

SERGEANT MAJOR SAVAGE
Now according to the script you have been running for two years (out of character). You 
need to do some acting now. You are exhausted. Your body is like a lead weight. It feels 
like you are running in slow motion.

MUSIC - CHARIOTS OF FIRE

By play as he gets the volunteer to run in slow 
motion.

SERGEANT MAJOR SAVAGE
You are exhausted. Your face is wracked with pain. It looks like you are in the throws of 
a massive orgasm. Come on Private, show us your sex face!
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MUSIC - LIL LOUIS, FRENCH KISS

Possible by play as a reaction to his/her sex 
face.

SERGEANT MAJOR SAVAGE
We’ll do the end together.

MUSIC - CLOSING BARS OF CHARIOTS OF FIRE.

They finish together. The Sergeant blows the 
whistle twice in slow motion.

SERGEANT MAJOR SAVAGE
Private {name}!

The volunteer goes back to the audience.

SERGEANT MAJOR SAVAGE
Well soldiers, you have acquitted yourselves admirably. Platoon, dismissed!

He exits.

Pause

Enter The Ninja

THE NINJA
Ninja! (Response), very good. Well I can see that our inner ninja’s are bubbling up nicely, 
but we’re not there yet. Fear is blocking us here in this room.

By play as The Ninja moves amongst the 
audience he identifies the person who he 
considers to be the least willing to join in.

THE NINJA
Now, I don’t want to make you feel uncomfortable, or make you do something that you 
don’t want to do. So I have something here.
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He picks up the back off paddle from upstage 
left. It’s a small paddle with the words ‘back 
off’ written on it. He gives it to the person who 
doesn’t want to join in.

THE NINJA
Now, as you can see it’s a sort of road sign. If myself or any other of these bizarre 
characters tries to drag you up on stage you do this with the paddle.

He demonstrates the move. Thrusting the 
paddle out in a blocking move, and sharply 
saying the words ‘back off’.

By play as he teaches the person the move.

THE NINJA
You hang on to that and if anyone comes at any time you do what I have taught you. 
Let’s have a quick practice, and this is just a practice.

By play as he practices the move, getting the 
person to say it with feeling.

THE NINJA
Brilliant that’s all you have to do. Right, we are ready for the next stage in discovering our 
inner ninja! (Response), and that’s Endurance.

During the next monologue The Ninja sets up 
the next routine. He brings a large man on stage 
and puts a hat with a model of a mountain peak 
on him. He approaches the person with the back 
off paddle and respects the call to back off. He 
gets someone else on stage and puts a hat with 
rotor blades on him/her. He makes two people 
crouch down in aisle, gives one person in the 
audience a handful of fake snow, and places a 
large portable fan by the front row.

THE NINJA
I learned endurance myself when I lived in a secret Ninja monastery, just outside 
Wakefield. After twelve years of doing nothing but meditating, I was rewarded with a 
powerful spiritual realization. I realized that my life was fucking boring, so I left. 
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But those twelve long agonisingly dull years was not the first time that I had known of 
endurance. I’m now going introduce you to my great great grandfather Eric Whittington 
Peabrain Smythe. His life story is a shining example of endurance, and we are going to see 
that story now in the form of  a beautiful and evocative piece of physical theatre. His 
story taught me that if you can face the hardships and pain of your life, if you can face 
them and work through them, then victory can be yours. He’s going to come on stage 
now and do things to you. Unspeakable things, but don’t worry. I’ll be here all the time 
like the wind, etc, etc.

He exits, again doing wind impressions

ERIC (V.O.)
Diary of Eric Whittington Peabrain Smythe, explorer and mountaineer. March 19th 1921. 
As I approached the foothills of the mighty Mann Mountain a terrible storm did whip 
up, the likes of which I have never seen. Tragically my friends Gunter, Sven and Sherpa 
Timothy have all died. I am forced to face this monstrous blizzard alone. Will I ever reach 
the summit.

Enter Eric, wearily trudging along.

ERIC
Oh the wind!

He gets the person to switch on the fan and 
direct it to his face. He trudges on.

ERIC
Oh the wind! Constantly in my face.

By play as he gets the person with the fan to 
follow in front of him with the fan directed 
towards his face. Throughout the routine the fan 
must always be blowing in Eric’s face. If 
possible he will approach the person with the 
back off paddle. He trudges up the aisle and 
stops at the two people who are crouched 
down.

ERIC (V.O.)
March 20th 1921. Dear diary. A huge rockfall has blocked my path. I have no alternative 
but to go round it. I must climb a perilous rocky outcrop... luckily there are hand holds.
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By play as he gets people near the centre aisle 
to hold out their hands. He clambers with 
difficulty over the chairs. When he is standing 
on one.

ERIC
Oh the wind! And the snow

By play as the person throws the snow on him.

He continues to clamber over the chairs until he 
is behind the two crouching people.

ERIC (V.O.)
March 21st 1921. Horror of horrors! The dead body of another climber lies before me, 
claimed by this evil mountain. But as luck would have it he left behind his dog sled, and 
so I speed towards the mountain.

ERIC
Mush! Huskey sounds!

The crouching guys become dogs and Eric 
travels up the aisle. The wind still blowing in his 
face. He reaches the stage, and sends the wind 
and the dogs back to the audience.

ERIC (V.O.)
March 22nd 1921. I have reached the foothills, and I now gaze at the summit of the 
mountain with all of it’s splendor. I know that great danger faces me in my quest, but I 
must do it, I will do it... I will climb the man mountain.

ERIC
Prepare to be mounted!

When the music kicks in Eric attempts to climb 
the mountain. He places a flag on top. He ends 
up, legs astride the torso of the volunteer, 
suspended in space. He waves his fist in the air. 
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ERIC (V.O.)
March 23rd 1921. Disaster! An avalanche has blocked my descent . I am trapped on the 
mountain and must hang here for all eternity. But wait, what’s that I hear. It sounds... it 
sounds like a helicopter, could this be my saviour, mountain rescue.

As the music kicks in the volunteer with the 
rotor blade cap buzzes on, circles the mountain 
and attempts to rescue Eric. He grabs him under 
the arms, but Eric ends of in a mess on the floor. 
He sends the two away and places the chair 
behind the back drop. And then collapses 
melodramatically behind the backdrop.

ERIC (V.O.)
March 23rd, nightfall. Well mountain rescue proved to be useless! I am now dying, but I 
am happy. My place in heaven is assured for I have conquered the man mountain.

MUSIC - HANDEL, HALLELUJAH CHORUS

Eric rises up over the top of the backdrop. He 
sports a halo and angel wings. He is strumming a 
small harp. As the last bars of the music play he 
turns the harp around to reveal the words ‘The 
End’. He floats down again.

Pause

A hand pops up with a sign that says 
‘Applause’. In goes down.

Pause

The Ninja’s head pops up.

THE NINJA
Well I can see that our inner ninja! (Response) is almost fully realized but we’re not there 
yet. Desire is blocking us here today. Base, filthy lust! And unless we overcome this 
worldly desire we will never realize the true majesty of our inner ninja nature.

His head pops down sharply.
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Pause

MUSIC - MARVIN GAYE, SEXUAL HEALING

Enter the Reverend Bonar. He perves on various 
members of the audience for a short while. He 
approaches the person with the back off paddle, 
then goes on stage with his back to the audience. 
Revealing the logo on the back of his smock. 
The music fades.

REVEREND BONAR
Hello my children. Welcome to the sixth coven of the twelfth church of the eternal 
orgasm. My name is The Reverend Bonar and if we’re excited say yeah! If we’re aroused 
say yeah! Good because I’m here to guide you through this three day mass orgy that we 
are all going to have together. Now before we start I just want to remind you all that what 
we are about to do is not base, ordinary, filthy lust, oh no. It’s pure transcendent, tantric 
love, so there are some rules for keeping this strictly sacred. One, no touching, two, no 
removing of clothes, and three, absolutely no sharing of bodily fluids whatsoever. 
Someone has to clean the carpet after this. So if you are ready let me hear you say yeah! 
So everyone stand up, stand up and partner up.

By play as he gets everyone to find a partner.

REVEREND BONAR
Now this is sacred pure love, not base desire to look lovingly into your partner’s eyes. 
Give out a sigh, and repeat after me. For what I am about to receive... from my partner... 
may I be truly thankful... amen. And when I say go fondle each other. No touching! 
Fondle each other’s auras. Now we fondle each other’s auras using the three chakras. Can 
I demonstrate on you? First is the lower chakra.

He demonstrates fondling of the lower chakra. It 
is a suitably silly and non sexual move.

REVEREND BONAR
Then the middle chakra.

He demos again.
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REVEREND BONAR
And finally the higher chakra.

He demos.

REVEREND BONAR
So fondling each other’s auras using the three chakras, go!

They indulge in aura fondling, as the reverend 
gets quite worked up as he encourages them.

REVEREND BONAR
Disciples stop. That was beautiful. You two (referring to a couple), that was particularly 
beautiful. Everyone sit down except for these two.

They demonstrate their aura fondling to the 
whole coven. Impro from the reverend 
depending on what they come up with.

REVEREND BONAR
Well my children. That was beautiful work. I think some of you are going to get a room 
after this and carry on. Don’t know about you, but after that I need a lie down. Good 
night my children.

He exits

Pause

MUSIC - ELTON JOHN, SORRY SEEMS TO BE THE HARDEST WORD.

Enter The Ninja, reacting to the lyrics of the 
music, showing gestures of love towards the 
person with the back off paddle. He moves 
slowly towards them until he is next to them. 
He takes the back off paddle from the person 
and extends his arms.

THE NINJA
I just wanted to give you a hug, that’s all.
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He hugs the person.

THE NINJA
Right, we are going to do something amazing and beautiful to finish the show, and I’m 
going to need quite a few of you.

The Ninja starts to pick a few people from the 
audience and invites them on stage, stressing all 
the time that the person who had the back off 
paddle will not be picked. He picks more people 
in every increasing numbers until everyone is on 
stage except the back off paddle person. He 
stands next to the person.

THE NINJA
{name} Earlier on you said that you didn’t want to join in because you didn’t want to be 
singled out, well in not joining in, you’ve been singled out, how ironic. And I know what 
you must be thinking. You must be thinking, what’s going on? Am I on the stage, are they 
on the stage, what’s real. Well {name}, none of this is real. It’s all at theatrical construct. 
I’m not a ninja from Scunthorpe.

He takes off his mask.

THE PERFORMER
I’m and unemployed actor from Buckinghamshire. This tunic...

He takes off his ninja jacket.

THE PERFORMER
Is not a ninja jacket, it’s a costume. See... velcro. This T shirt.

He takes off his shirt to reveal a bare chest.

THE PERFORMER
Is not a ninja shirt, it’s a costume. These shoes...

He takes off his shoes.

THE PERFORMER
Are not ninja shoes. £9.99, shoe zone. These trousers.
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He takes off his trousers to reveal frilly feminine 
underwear.

THE PERFORMER
Just costume. These underpants... They’re real. They’re my underwear, not a costume. 
And I know what your thinking now. You’re thinking, ‘this can’t be happening to me’ 
well {name} here’s the news. This isn’t happening to you, because life is not real. It’s all 
a dream, an illusion a phantasmagorical display. (Bowing in front of someone) Sorry, you 
got too much phantasmagorical display there. But you {name} you have the strongest 
mind here, because you have realized this. Take a look at these people here. Week minded 
fools everyone of them. I have psychologically manipulated them into doing stupid things 
so I don’t have to. But you {name}, you have resisted my attempts to Brain Rinse you. 
You have the strongest mind here, and we are now, all of us going to perform something 
beautiful for you. Sit back and relax as we perform The Brain Rinse Mass Dance Finale.

MUSIC - CARL ORF, ORPHEUS IN THE UNDERWORLD (THE CAN CAN)

The whole cast dance The Can Can just for the 
one person still in the audience, led my the 
performer, ending with jazz hands, and 
crowding a bit closer if the moment will allow.

THE PERFORMER
Let’s just wait now for the audience reaction.

They wait for the reaction of the person.

THE PERFORMER
Right everyone, can can back to your places.

They return to their places.

THE PERFORMER
Well that was different. Ladies and Gentlemen, you have been watching, and more 
importantly joining in with Brain Rinse, thank you. (Speech about tell your friends etc, if 
there is more than one show). This show is about joining in, and if you don’t then it 
really is a very short and shit show so give yourselves a round of applause. There is one 
person who didn’t join in, and sometime they do, and if they do then it ruins the whole 
premise of the show. 
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So I want you to give a huge round of applause, clapping , cheering, going wild for the 
amazing {name}. You have been watching Brain Rinse, thank you and good night.
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